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SHADOW FORMS OF BRASSELET-GORESKY-MacPHERSON

BELKACEM BENDIFFALAH

Abstract. Brasselet, Goresky and MacPherson constructed an explicit mor-

phism, providing a De Rham isomorphism between the intersection homology

of a singular variety X and the cohomology of some complex of differential

forms, called "shadow forms" and generalizing Whitney forms, on the smooth

part of X. The coefficients of shadow forms are integrals of Dirichlet type.

We find an explicit formula for them; from that follows an alternative proof

of Brasselet, Goresky and MacPherson's theorem. Next, we give a duality for-

mula and a product formula for shadow forms and construct the correct algebra

structure, for which shadow forms yield a morphism.

Introduction

With the Whitney forms, we have an explicit proof of the De Rham isomor-

phism for a compact oriented variety M (see Differential Forms in Algebraic
Topology, by Bott and Tu). Given a triangulation 5^ of M, the idea of Whit-
ney is to associate, for each simplex S of 5^, a differential form WiS) which
is nothing but the volume form of S. He thus constructs explicitly an iso-
morphism between the homology of simplicial chains of 37 and the De Rham
cohomology of M. There are also singular versions for the De Rham theorem

(i.e., M need not be a smooth variety). One of them asserts that, for a singular
space X with a "good" metric which is riemannian on the smooth part Xo
of X, an isomorphism exists between the intersection homology group [GM]
of X and the cohomogy of a complex of differential forms on Xo which are
^-integrable in the sense of Hodge (Goresky-MacPherson, Cheeger, Nagase,...).

Recently, Brasselet, Goresky and MacPherson [BGM] have proposed for the
singular case an similar approach to that of Whitney : if X is an oriented com-
pact pseudovariety with a triangulation y (exactly, X must be a polyhedron
of some R^ ), they associate to each simplex a of a barycentric subdivision
5r' of 5*~, a differential form coia) on Xo, they call the "shadow form" of

a. Finally, what they obtain is exactly the singular De Rham theorem but
their method is new and rather explicit since it avoids introducing the perverse
sheaves theory.

However, the coefficients of shadow forms given in [BGM, Theorem 4.1]

are Dirichlet integrals.  Our first purpose is to provide effective formulae for
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the shadow forms (Theorem 1.1), in order to simplify the proof of [BGM]
(Proposition 1.2, Theorem 1.3). The second part of this paper is devoted to
a question of [BGM, §10] about the multiplicative structure of shadow forms.

The results we obtain are the following :
(i) On simplicial chains level, a duality a i—► a compatible with shadow

forms (Theorem 2.6) exists.
(ii) We construct an associative product for simplicial chains, denoted " * ",

for which the shadow forms verify coia * x) = coia) A o}(t) (Theorem 2.8).
The method we develop uses the Chen theory of iterated integrals [Ch].
Our conclusion is the following (Theorem 2.11, Proposition 2.13): for suitable

algebras, the shadow forms yield a graded differential algebra morphism. So,
thanks to shadow forms, we hope to state in the future a multiplicative singular
De Rham theorem between, on one hand, the intersection product and, on the
other hand, a kind of Holder product (coming from the Holder 1/-inequalities).
There are also other reasons to look after shadow forms: in his thesis [Be], the
author has related them with polylogarithms, which are useful analytic functions
in different fields (in AT-theory for example, to state the Zagier's Conjecture).
From this follows some new functional equations for polylogarithms, coming
directly from the geometry of shadow forms.
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1. Shadow forms

1.1. Shadow forms and intersection homology. Throughout this section, A c
Rn+1 denotes the standard «-simplex naturally oriented and its n + 1 vertices

are denoted by a' = (0, ... ,0, 1, 0,..., 0), for 0 < i < n, where 1 appears
at the (/'+ l)-th coordinate. Any point x e A admits an unique decomposition
x = YH=oxia' ' where the barycentric coordinates x, of x satisfy

n

0 < Xt < 1   and    ^2 x¡' - 1 •
/=o

1.1.1. Encoding simplices. To the standard simplex A, we associate the bary-
centric abstract complex A' simplices of which, called abstract simplices of A',
are the sequences of strictly increasing faces of A. For k e [0, n], a fc-simplex
a will be written Fq < ... < Fk or, more simply, a = (Fo,... , Fk). The last
face Fk of a will be denoted by Fa .

Given an abstract fc-simplex a = (Fo,... , Fk), one has a corresponding
sequence of disjoint nonempty subsets of [0, n], S = S(<r) = (Sb, ■ ■ ■, Sk) in
the following way:

- the elements of So are the labels of the vertices of Fo,

and, for i=l,...,k:
- S¡ is the set of the labels of vertices of F; which do not lie in F,_i.
Conversely, such a sequence S = (5b,..., Sk) of disjoint nonempty sets

of [0, n], provides an unique abstract fc-simplex a = (Fo, ..., Fk), such that
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the labels of the vertices of the face F, are the elements of So U • • • U S¡.
The map a h-» 5(ct) is hence a bijection; we will denote by 5(<r) the coded

simplex associated to the abstract simplex a, or the encoding S(a) of a.
To a coded fc-simplex S = (5o, ..., Sk), we associate a sequence of integers
s = iso,... , sk), defined by s¡ = card(5,).

Denote by A the interior of A. For each point p of A, we can define the
affine barycentric subdivision of A with barycenter p. Denote it by A'(j>) ; it
is a simplicial complex, canonically isomorphic to A'. We shall denote a iß),
the image of a e A' by this isomorphism and we shall call oip), the geometric
simplex asociated to a.

Definition. We call a central simplex any abstract simplex a € A' verifying one
of the equivalent following properties:

(i) Fa = A;
(ii) S0 is a partition of [0, n] (thus, if Sa = (So...., Sk) then 2~Z,S/ =

n+l);
(iii) Any point p of Á is a vertex of a(p).

The 0-simplex (A) is central. The set of central simplices, denoted by Ac,
spans a real vector space §i(Ac) ; it is a graded complex with differential mor-

phism 9a , defined on each central simplex a by: ôag = ida) n Ae. We
identify %iAc) with the quotient f^A^/g^ôA), where 9A denotes the

simplicial sub-complex whose simplices are those of the proper faces of A.

1.1.2. Shadow forms associated to central simplices. We associate to each face
F < A whose vertices are a'°,... , a'p, the coded 0-simplex (S> ) = {in, ... ,
ip) . Whitney associates to this simplex the differential form:

WiF) = WiSF) = Wixl0, ..., xh) = p\ Y^i-iyXl]dxk A... Adxlj A ... A dxh .
j=o

Definition. The antipode of the coded fc-simplex S — (So,..., Sk) is the coded

/c-simplex S = iSk, Sk_x,..., S\, So). Similarly, one constructs the antipode
a for any abstract ^-simplex a — (Fo,..., Fk). It is the abstract fc-simplex
(Go,... , Gk), where G, is the face of A whose vertices are those of Fk which

do not lie in F¿_,_! (F_i = <f>).
For every abstract simplex a, one has the following properties:

(i) Sd = Sa and Fà = Fa;
(ii) a i—* ô is an involution of A' leaving Ac fixed;

(iii) a n a = Sf„ . If a is central, the simplex a n a is reduced to the point

(A);
(iv) geometric duality: if p and q are points in the interior of the face Fa ,

then
qtoip) <?=>p eaiq) .

Definition. Let a be a central simplex, we define its incidence variety.

De = {(P, X) 6 À X A : X € oip)} = [J ô(p) x {p} .

It is a variety of dimension n + k with corners and canonically oriented. Let us
denote nx and n2 the canonical projections of Da on the factors À and A
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respectively. The map n2 : Da —► A is a locally trivial bundle with compact
fibers a. Write

ji¡:CTiA)—>CriDa) ,

the classical pullback and write

n2. : fi*(Z>,) —» Q-*(A) ,

the "integration along the fibers of n2 .

Definition. The shadow form coia) is the C°° (n - ^-differential form on Á,
the image of the Whitney form w{A) by the morphism 7:2,07t*. Extending the
definition of shadow forms to the chains, one may define the shadow morphism
w:^iAc)^Çln-*iA).

1.1.3. Properties. (Refer to [BGM] for proofs.)
(i) Morphism. The shadow morphism co commutes with differentials: coid&o)

— dcoia) ; it is a morphism of graded differential complexes.
(ii) The shadow formula. Let a be a central fc-simplex and c a piecewise

smooth (n - fc)-chain with support in À. The shadow of the chain c with
respect to the abstract simplex a is the «-chain Oa (c) defined by its support

\0„ic)\ = {p € À : tr(p) n |c| # 0}.

The coefficients of the chain Oa(c) are those of c transported by the projection;
they are constant on each fiber of |0CT(c)|. Denoting the algebraic volume by
"Vol", one has the shadow formula

eo((7) = Vol(a(c)) •I
In this formula, the "geometric shadows" a(p) are directly involved, in fact
one has

\0„(c)\ = I I dip).

(iii) Equations of shadow forms. Letting o be a central fc-simplex and S =
(So,..., Sk) its encoding, one has

/  >     ,   ^T is     T(«+l)     W(So) WiSk) ± ,
^g) = (-1)E-   F(,0)...rfa)   ¿f*---*-¿fMvo,...,vk-,so,...,sk),

where v¡ = J2j^s, xs (tnus £, v¡ = I) and where

4>k(vo,..., vk;so, ...,sk)

-L u*-\..t$Z\~l(l-Uo-uk_xy*-xduo...duk_x,
3i(v)

with, for v = iv0, ..., vk),

%)={(uo,...,«M)gRMo<^<...<^<1-"°-;-"i-'}.
>> v0 vk_x vk )

1.1.4. A singular De Rham theorem. (Refer to [GM] for intersection homology
theory.)
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Definition. For a a central fc-simplex and S = iSo, ..., Sk) its encoding, put

Ao = 0 and, for I <i < k, A,- = sk_i+l H-r-sk . The profile of a is a function
Pa : [0, n] —> R defined, for A e [0, n], by

„ fi\-ÍP'(xi) if A/<A<A/ + 1;
P<T W     1 Ar(Ai) + A - A, - 1    if A,- + 1 < A < Ai+1.

Whenever j¿ = 1, the profile of a is a perversity in the sense of Goresky-
MacPherson; it is the smallest perversity for which the simplex a is allowed.

Let q > 1 and let X be a triangulated pseudomanifold of dimension n
(embedded in a euclidean space), [BGM] defines the complex of "shadow forms
of type L« ":

3?(X) = {r]€ Imico) n Ci*iXreg, L^X)) : d« S O-1^, L?(X))}

where Lg(X) denotes the space of real C°° functions / over Xreg suchthat

f is integrable and where co is the morphism defined in [BGM] by "glueing"
the shadow morphisms associated to the maximal simplices of the triangulation
of X. We define also the perversity piq) = max {p | VA e]0, n], piX) < A/q} .
The homology of the intersection complex for the perversity piq) is denoted

by IHÎ(q)iX).

Theorem 1 ([BGM], Theorem 9.2). The cohomology of 57*iX) is isomorphic

toIH^liX).

In [BGM], the authors introduce the shadow forms in order to construct a
morphism of differential complexes, inducing the isomorphism of the theorem.
The following result is the key to their proof ([BGM], Theorem 5.2).

Theorem 2. For every central simplex a, one has w(a) e -S^*(A) <i=î> pa <

Piq)-

This theorem relates the position of a with respect to the faces of A (con-
trolled by the profile pa ) and the integrability order of ft)(a).

1.2. Explicit formulae for shadow forms. Our purpose is to give an explicit

formula for the coefficient <j>k(o ; s) occurring in the equation of shadow forms

§1-1.3 (iii).
Let a be a central Ä>simplex and let Sa — (So, ... , Sk) be its encoding.

Using the notations of 1.1 and denoting succesively #S = ¿o</<fc ZJ' >

«'
<t>iv,s) = VoSQ^VkSk4>kivo,...,vk;so,...,sk),

WjS) _ WjSp) WjSk)
T(s)     nso) A'"A rfoo '

then, the shadow form associated to a can be written

.. W(S) -
coia) = i-irs^-4>iv;s).

Theorem 1.1. For every x € A, one has

4>k(vo,..., vk;so,... , sk)

_ i_öyo-i    /_öy*-i_1_

" V   dtJrJ/      "\   dvk)       vkivk + vk_i)...ivk + --- + Vo)'
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We shall write briefly

Ztv ■ S) = (-JL)S " l_\_
w   *   '     V   dv) Vk(Vk + Vk.i)...(vk + ■ ■ • + Vq) '

Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of the following lemmas.

Lemma 1 (A. Zelevinsky [Ze]).

Mv0, ...,vk ; s0, ...,sk) = / usQ°-i...uskk-ie-u^--u^du0...duk .
J0<u0<-<uk

We shall abreviate this as

#v;s)= fu?-le~(v>u'â*.

Proof of Lemma 1. Since the simplex a is central, we have
/•CO

n\ = r(j0 + • • • + sk) = /   t50'1... tSk~xe-'tkdt.
Jo

Put uk = 1 - «o-uk_l. The Fubini formula gives

Mvo,...,vk;so,...,sk)= f      r(t^f-\..(t^f-lf^dtdu.
J*%(v) JO     V  ^0 ' V  Vk I V0...Vk

For the change of variables t¡ = tu¡v~x, the jacobian determinant of the

transformation («o,..., «¿-i, /) >-» ik, —, tk) is tkivo-..vk)~x. The proof
of the lemma is completed if one notices that t = J^ t¡v¡ and that the image
of 3l(v) x R+ by the transformation is the set {(i0,..., tk) : 0 < to < ••• <

tk\.   D

Lemma 2. Lei to,... ,tk be nonnegative integers. One has the formula

r     d \k      (     d  \tk~
VdïÙ      -\rWk)   Mvo,...,vk;s0,...,sk)

= <j>k(vo, ... ,vk;so + to, ... ,sk + tk).

Namely, using our notation, we have

d \t
i~dv) <t>(v > s) = <¡>(v'> s + *)

Proof of Lemma 2. It suffices to verify the following formula:

Vi6[0,k], —<i>kivo,...,vk;so,...,sk)

= -<t>kivo, ■■■ ,vk;s0,..., Sj + l,... ,sk).

Lemma 2 is a consequence of Lemma 1 by commutation of symbols ^- and

J:
—4>kiv0, ...,vk;s0,... ,sk) = Jus-li-Ui)e-(v>u)du

= -jus(?-X...usl7..uskk-le-(v>u)du D

= -4>kivo, ... ,vk;s0, ... ,si+l,... ,sk) .   D
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Remark. Whenever s, = 1 for every i, we write 4>k(v; 1) for 4>k(v ; 1,..., 1),
thus

i
Vs = (s0, ... ,sk),    4>kiv;s) = (-—)        &(v;l).

Lemma 3.

élriV;  1) = -;-:-;-r.
Vk(Vk+Vk-i)---ivk + --- + V0)

Proof of Lemma 3. If So — ■ ■ ■ = sk = 1, the function <¡>k becomes

4>k(v;l)= (                 e-u°v°---uk-ivk-iduo...duk_l f*   e~ukvkduk

= — f ¿-"ofo-«fc-i (v*_i + vk)duQ     du
vk Jo<uo<---<uk_,

fc-l

= —fJjt-i(fo, •••, vk-i+vk; 1) .

The lemma follows by induction on k.   D

1.3. Proof of [BGM's] theorem. As a first application of the Theorem 1.1, we
give a short proof of the principal theorem of [BGM].

Let a — (Fo,..., Fk) be a central fc-simplex. With the previous notations,
the face F, is the intersection (in R"+1 ) of the hyperplane {x : 2/ Vt(x) = 1}

with the standard simplex A. We have dim (F/) = -1 + £^=0 Sj.

Proposition 1.2. The poles of ty(<r) lie on the faces F¡ (/ < k) of A. For i < k,

the order of the pole of coia) on F, is equal to £w-<+i isj - 1).

Proof. By definition, the poles of coia) are those of the function / such that

(Oio) A *<y(rr) = f2dxo A • • • A dxn ,

where " * " denotes the Hodge star operator. We have first

WiS) A * WiS) = Tis)2       ]T       xl... x\,dx0 A ■ • - A dxn
i'o€So, ...,ii¡€Si¡

k

- r(5)2 JJ ^ xy2 ¿xo a • • • a ¿x„,
/=0;€S,

thus
k

f2ix) = 4>2iv;s)\[Y^xj.
i=0j€S,

For the computation of the orders of the poles of <j>(v ; s), we use a "generalized

Leibniz formula", applied to the function 4>(v; s) as written in Theorem 1.1.
We get

Tis) ( 0    \'H    1 / d    \'0O+-+'0A 1~      ,    ^ii /    ö yu i      /    o y

i!   V   dVfc/    v¿      V   oüq/ Vq + ■ ■ ■ + vk
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where the "triangle of integers" i = (i00 ; i'oi, hi ; ¿02, in, in ; - ; kk , hk ,
... , ikk) verifies:

ioo =so - 1,

¿01 + in =s\ - I,

hk + hk H-r- ikk =Sk - 1.

Hence, we have

4>(v ; s) = ',
D(v ; s)

where D(u ; s) = HQ<i<kivk H-^ty)*+~+*-(*-fl and A^(t; ; 5) is a polynomial

whose restrictions to the hyperplanes P¡ = {x : vk + ■ ■ ■ + v¡ = 0} are not

identically zero. The poles of <¡>(u ; s) are the hyperplanes F, with orders sk +

■ ■ ■ + Si - (k - i). One verifies that A n Fo = 0 and that, for all i < k,
AnPj+i = F,. Moreover, the order of the pole F, of û>(tr) is the order of Pi+i
minus one (the contribution of WiS) A *PF(S) ). Therefore, the order of F, is
equal to

k

(5*+ ••■+*,■+,-(*-(/+1)))-1 = J^iSj-l).   O
j=i+l

We are now able to give an alternative proof of the following result:

Theorem 1.3 ([BGM], Theorem 5.2). Let q > 1. One has: coia) € J2"«(A) <=>

Pa < Piq) ■

Proof. Let L^R") denote the space of locally integrable functions over R" for

the Lebesgue measure. The generalized Riemann criterion of local integrability
implies that, for every homogeneous polynomial function F defined on R" ,
one has

■
■p e L^R") «=>• degree(F) < codim(F_1{0})   (codim(0) = +00) .

The general case follows easily: for q > 1, one has

j € L*0f(R") <=> <7.degree(P) < codim(P-'{0}),

where L^R") is the space of functions / such that /* e L^R").
Let us apply this criterion to the shadow forms coia). The Proposition 1.2

gives the orders of the poles of coia). Therefore

k i

coia) € -2^(A) <=* W < k,    î£(iy-l)<«- (£> - l)
y.i+i j=o

*»VI>0.     f£>-l)<5>
j=i j=i

^=^Pa< Piq) ■
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The last equivalence follows from the fact that only the vertices of the graph

of pa occur in the previous inequality.   D

Let a be a central abstract Ac-simplex of A and S = (So,... , Sk) denote
its encoding. From Theorem 1.3, we deduce the following corollary.

Corollary. The following properties hold:
(i) <w(rj)€-S"(A);

(ii) coia) e ^f°°iA) <=!> Vi > 0, Si = 1 <i=* coia) € ^"(A).

2. Generalized shadow forms

Theorem 1.1 shows that the shadow form of a central simplex a is rational

and that its poles are located on the sequence of faces "defining a ". This
remark motivates the construction of complexes more appropriate to the study
of shadow forms, especially of their duality (Theorem 2.6) and of their product

(Theorem 2.8, Theorem 2.11).

2.1. Duality formula. The aim of this section is to extend the definition of
shadow forms to all simplices of A', even those which are situated in proper

faces of A. For this reason we will modify the usual differential map on the

simplicial chains, by "cutting" it. We define a new complex called "complex
of coded chains", on which will be defined a "generalized shadow morphism".

Then, we obtain a duality formula for shadow forms.

2.1.1. Complex of coded chains. For every face F of A = A", let us put

Vf = ]C/eSf x> an(* define the complex Q*(F) of "differential forms with poles

on F":
Q*(F) = A*(Rn+1)®R[F],

where R[F] is a sub-algebra of "Laurent polynomials" of R(*o, ... , x„),

Rifi=R[{¿U-

Remark that, since the coefficients are rational, given F ^> G two faces of
A, there is a canonical covariant inclusion: j* : Q*(F) <-> Q*(G).

Each face F of A is canonically isomorphic to the standard simplex:

ixo,...,xn)€F^iXj)jeAdimF,

where j runs over all labels of ordered vertices a' in F. Through this iso-

morphism, we can define central simplices in F and construct the complex
(^(F), Ôf) of the F-central chains: F denotes the set of coded simplices S
which are representations of simplices a of F' which are central relatively

to F, i.e. having the barycenter of F as a vertex. One defines ÔfS by
OfÍo) = daD F. Geometrically speaking, if cr is a simplex lying in the face F

then dp (a) is the part of d a which does not lie in the boundary of F . It is

clear that dF o dF = 0.

Given a coded simplex S, there exists an unique face Fs of A such that S

is central relatively to Fs . We have the natural decompositions:

A' = [J F   and   «(A') = 0 ^.(F) .
F<A F<A
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Definition. The complex of coded chains is defined by

r.(A) = (K(A'), d)   where   Ô = 0 dF.
f<A

The value of 9 on a coded simplex S = (So,... , Sk) is given by the formula

k-\

Ô(So,... ,Sk) - ^(-ir-'(S0,..., S, US,+1,..., S,) ,
i=0

where «5 denotes the dimension of Fs • Roughly speaking, the differential
map d differs from the usual one d , only by the absence of the "last" simplex

(¿0, ... , Ofc_l) .

Definition. The shadow morphism co : fi(A') —► ß*(A) is defined on each
factor f»(F) —► Q—dim(f )(A), F < A, by co = j, o toF o />., where W/- is

the classical shadow morphism of [BGM] defined over the standard simplex F ,
/, is the covariant inclusion and i>, is the isomorphism deduced from i> .

For a coded simplex S (hence Fs-central), the corresponding shadow form
<w(S) has degree ns- dim (S). The following proposition is a corollary of
Theorem 1.1.

Proposition 2.1. Using the previous notations, one has

a>iS) = i-l)*sî^-Jiv;s).
1 \S)

2.1.2. Functional equations of <j>. Let us fix a coded Âc-simplex S = (So,... , Sk).

The application <¡>(v ; s) is homogeneous of degree - Y%=q s¡ » nence it is a so-
lution of the Euler equation:

A refinement of the Euler formula (Proposition 2.2) will provide the relation
between the shadow form of a simplex and those of its faces (see Theorem 2.3).

A coded Âc-simplex S admits Ác +1 faces:

(') . Je(/) _ J (S0, ... , S/ US/+i, ... ,Sk)   for 0 < 1 < Ác,
(So,...,S,_,) for 1 = Ac.

Let 1 € [0, k] be fixed. Rewrite the i-th face of S, S® = (S0¿),..., S{ki]_ , )

and associate to it the sequence of integers s(i) = (s0'', ... , s^'l,) defined by

sf* = cardiSJ^). In the same way, denote u(!) = (v^,..., vk]_{) where, for

every j, Vj   = £A6S«) Xh . As usual, define also #S(/) = Y,j JSj •

Notation. For every i e [0, k], we will write <£(,)(i> ; s) instead of ^(u^ , i(,)).

For convenience, we also define 4>(~x\v ; s) = </>(/c+1>(t> ; s) = 0.

Proposition 2.2 (Functional equations for <j>). For i e[0, k], one has
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Proof. Consider the particular case so = • • • = sk = 1. We have (Theorem 1.1,
Lemma 3):

<t>(v; l)=--,-T-,-;—-,-r
vk---ivk + --- + vi+l)ivk + --- + Vi)---ivk + --- + vo)

=— [^(v0,..., Vi-x + v¡, vi+i ,...,vk;l)

- 4>(uo,..., vi-i, vi + vi+i,..., vk; 1)].

Therefore, applying the differential operator (-^j)1_1  (and using the second
lemma of the proof of Theorem 1.1), we obtain

5—1

On the other hand, it is easy to check the following formula:

("!,) {-ak)Vi={-Si-VioT){-alj) ■

The proof ends by applying the left operator to <¡>(v ; 1) (and using again the
second lemma).   G

The following result gives the connection between the shadow form associated
to a simplex and the ones associated to its faces.

Corollary 2.3 ([BGM], Cororollary 2.2). The map œ is a morphism of differen-

tial modules : fc(A)—►ÎÎ'(A).

Proof. For every i such that 0 < i < Ac,    v~Si is an integrating factor for
W(S¡), and

WiS) _  WiSo) WiSk)

v'T(s)     vtfTiso) vfTisk)

is a closed differential form and

dœiS)H-l)*sd(vstiv;s))A^±

Ams)
m

Using Proposition 2.2, the i-th term of the sum becomes:

ns+i+#s^+Sl. f£(i) _ J^-DlBSi a »'.A4* A v A !3¥ .
i i r(sb) r(ifc)

Glueing the terms containing 0(,) yields:

(-l^aK^0) - i-l)*sU)+ns+i fti+i}^^ A• • ■ AdS,+1 A■ • • A ̂ ßa
1 (Jo) I (J/t)

.(.„«-WIO^o),...^<A...A^*>.
r(so) r(s¿)
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Since the two last terms vanish in the summation, one gets the formula

fc-i

dû>(Sb.Sk) - (-1)* £(-l)''û>(S0, ..., S, U SM ,..., Sk)
i=0

= (-l)"s¿(-l)^(5(,))

(=0

= cuà(So,...,Sfc).   D

2.1.3. The duality formula.

Definition. Given a coded Ac-simplex of A, S = (So,... , Sk), the antipode

of S is the coded Âc-chain defined by S = (-l)*(St, Sk-\, ... , S¡, So) ■ One
extends the definition of the antipode by linearity: K(A)-^*K(A). We get an
involutive isomorphism of the graded module 8£(A). Furthermore,

Proposition 2.4. FAe antipode map anticommutes with the differential map d :

Vc G «(A),    dc = -Ôc.

A natural question arises here: "Does there exist a relation between the an-
tipode of a coded chain and its shadow form ? ". The next theorem answers

this question affirmatively.

Proposition 2.5. For every coded k-simplex S = (So,... , Sk),

k+l

2^(-l)'4i-i(tto,...,«i-.i;Jb> ••■ ,Si-i) 4>k-i(Vk, ■■■, v¡\sk,...,s¡) = 0.
/=0

Proof. Here we prove this proposition for so = ■ ■■ = sk = I. The general
case is obtained by using iterated derivations (Theorem 1.1, Lemma 2). From
Lemma 3 of the proof of Theorem 1.1, we obtain

&fr;0 = E    Ri{v)     ,

where

Riiv) = hm
vk-v,_,-:-u, Vk(Vk + Ofe_i) ... («* + • • • + V0)

_ _1^_
" (-t//t_,-t?f)(-Vfc_2-V/)...(-U/)«/-i...(t7/_i +... + t;o)

= (-l)/c-'^_,_1(^_1, ... ,»<; l)&_i(«Q,... , v/_i; 1),

Finally, one gets

0jt(v; l) = ^(-l)¿-'0fc_/(t;fc,... ,v¡; l)^_,(v0, ... , 0/_i ; 1).
i=0

This formula is exactly the one of the proposition for s, = 1, 0 < i" < Ác.   D

An immediate corollary of Proposition 2.5 is the duality formula at the level
of differential forms; it gives the link between the volume of a simplex and the

volume of its antipodal simplex.
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Theorem 2.6. For every k-simplex S = (So, ... , Sk), one has the identity :

J2    S(R,T)COiR)/\COif) = 0,
RuT=S

for suitable signs S(R, t) € {-1, +1}.

2.2. Product formula. In [BGM], the authors define for any two central sim-
plices, a kind of "transversality", in relation with the vanishing of the product

of their shadow forms. We give the geometric interpretation of this product, in
terms of "convexity".

2.2.1. Chen's iterated integrals. The duality formula (cf. Proposition 2.5) is
analogous to formulae introduced by Kuo Tsai Chen [Ch] for iterated integrals.

In the simplest cases, "Chen's data" consist of a path a : [0, 1] —► R" and of a

family of differential 1-forms coo, ..., cak on R" . We shall denote by a', with
t g [0, 1], the restriction of a to [0, t] and we shall denote by (i'i, ... , ip) any
word of {0, ... , k} with length p > 0. Chen defines recursively the so-called

iterated integrals of a : for p = 1, Ja d(ip) = fa coip and, for p > 1,

J d(ii,...,i'p) = y   if d(i'i,..., ip_i)Ja*(û>/,).

Definition. For two integers p and q such that 0 < q < p < n, one calls

shuffle of [1, q] and of [q + 1, p], any permutation a of [1, n] such that the
restrictions of a~x to [1, q] and to [q + 1, p] are increasing.

Let I < k and So, ... , sk be nonzero integers. One considers, for real

variables vq, ... ,vk and for words i = (i\, ..., ip) of [0, k], the rational
functions _

4>(vh ,...,«/,; J„ , ..., */,) .

Remark that these functions are not necessarily associated to some coded
simplex.

Proposition 2.7. The functions <j>(o ; s) satisfy the shuffle relations [Re]:

4>(vq, ... ,v¡;so, ... , J/)^(u/+i, ... ,vk; sM ,... ,sk)

vvAere a runs over the shuffles of [0, /] and of [I + 1, Ac].

Froo/. By Theorem 1.1 (Lemma 2), we have just to prove the following formula:

0(vo,...,■»/; l)<£(v/+1,... ,«*; 1) = E^(,,<'(0)» •••»f<r(*); !)■

But this formula is precisely the illustration given by Chen for his theorem [Ch,
p. 176]. Let Vo, ... ,vk be fixed positive numbers and consider the following

data:
—the path a : [0, 1] —* R^1, at(t) = P>, 0<i<n;
—the differential 1-forms co¡ = dx¡, 0 < i < k.
Chen finds the following iterated integrals:

Id(i'i,..., ip) =
»/,••• Vl

ViAVt, +Vh)...iVi¡ +--- + V;)
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That is to say, with our notation (cf. Lemma 3 of the proof of Theorem 1.1),

d(i'i ,...,ip) = ©/,... vip4>ivip ,vip_lt..., vh ; 1).
'a

According to Chen [Ch] and Ree [Re], the family (indexed by the words i
of the set [0, Ác])

{vil...vip(j>iVjp,Vip_¡,...,vil; 1)},

verifies the "shuffle relations". It is then easy to see that this remains also true

for the other family {<f>iv¡l, ..., v¡p; 1)},. And this proves the proposition.   D

2.2.2. Product of shadow forms. We give a definition of affine transversality,
slightly different from the one introduced in [BGM], for example we shall con-
sider all coded simplices of A.

Definition. Two coded simplices S and F are said affinely transversal iff

Fs D FT = 0 .

Geometrically speaking, two simplices are affinely transversal if they are con-
tained in opposite faces; for example, two simplices with same center could not
be. It is also clear that this kind of transversality involves that of [BGM].

Let S = (So, ..., St) and F = (Fo,..., T¡) be two affinely transversal

coded simplex and R = (i?o, ■■■ , Rk+i+\) = iSo, -■■ , Sk, To,..., T¡): it is
a coded (Ác + / + l)-simplex. We shall write also r = (ro,..., rk+¡+l), where

n = #R¡.

Definition. The join of S and ofT is the coded (Ác + / + l)-chain

S*F = ^sgn((r)(-l)^'5'r)(R(7(o),...,R(J(fc+/+1)),

where a runs over the shuffles of [0, Ac] and of [Âc + 1, k +1 + 1], sgn(er) is
its signature and where

eia, S,T) = il+ k) £ n+ E r'rJ-

For p G A, the geometric realization of the join S * F is the sum (with
signs) of the maximal simplices of the smallest convex subset of A containing
Sip) and T(p). The following theorem is the product formula ofshadow forms.
It is the main motivation for introducing shadow forms for a noncentral coded
simplex and must be compared with the vanishing criterion of the product of
shadow forms in [BGM].

Theorem 2.8. If S and T are affinely transversal, we have the property

ûj(S*F) = û)(S)A£u(F).

Proof. It is a corollary of Proposition 2.7. We have just to verify that the "signs"
sgn ia)i-l)el'a's'7"> previously introduced are the required ones.   D

2.3. Morphism of algebras. In this last section, our purpose is to extend the
shadow morphism to a complex, canonically endowed with a structure of a
graded differential anticommutative algebra, for which the shadow map is a
morphism.
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2.3.1. Algebra of singular cochains. Let ac be a natural integer. By definition,
a nonoriented singular k-simplex of A is a sequence S = (So,..., Sk) of
nonempty words of {0,... , n} . We associate to it, its weight s « (*o,..., Sk)
where, far all i, s¡ is the length of the word S¡, also denoted #S,. The total
weight is defined by «5 = 5Z, s¡ ■

Denote by <ë'k'"giA) the vector space spanned by the singular Ác-simplices

and by f?'ni(A), their sum:

g?''"S(A) = 0gf"*(A).

We now define the vector space of oriented simplices ^,„S(A), as the quo-

tient space (nongraded) of üímg(A) by the "orientations relations":

SCT~sgn(a)S   VfcGN, VS= (S0,..., Sk), Va = ia0,..., ak),

where the terms above are the following: a is a sequence of k+l permutations
a i : [1, s¡] —► [1, s¡], and for Sf' = a¡ o S,, we used the notation: Sa =
iS°0°,...,Sak*).

On the other hand, the "sign" of a is defined by: sgn(a) = TT, sgn(<7,).
We shall endow ^¿„?(A) with the codimension grading, defined for all sin-

gular simplex S, by codim(S) = «5 - dim(S) - 1.
For all integer ac , denote by WskngiA) the sub-space of %i„giA) spanned by

the oriented singular simplices of codimension k. We have the decomposition

^(A) = 0g^(A).
k

Coboundary. Let us define the graded linear map d : ^*„f(A) —► ̂**x (A),

by its value on each singular simplex S = (So,..., Sk),

k-\

d(S) = (-1)"* "£i-iyis0,..., Si u SM ,...,Sk),
1=0

where "u" is the concatenation of words. Let us remark that codim(dS)=
codim(S)+l.

Proposition 2.9. The map d is a coboundary map, i.e. d2 = 0.

So, the set ^*n?(A) of singular cochains is a graded differential module.

The differential (nongraded) module 8i(A) of coded chains maps naturally
into 9^*„?(A). It is true that d is also a boundary map for the degree dim. But,

in the sequel, it will clearly appear that codim is the degree which gives the
"right grading". In the regular central case of [BGM], the gradings associated
to dim and codim are the same.

Product of singular cochains. Let S = (So,... , Sk) and F = (Fo,..., T¡)
be two singular simplices and put down R = (So, ... , Sk , To, ... , F/) and r =
(tq, ... , rk+M) its weight. The join of S and F, which we denote by S *T,
is the singular cochain

S*T= i-l)d+«MS))nr £ sgn(<7)(- 1)^'*)(Rct(0) , ... , Rc(k+M)) ,
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where a runs the set of all shuffles of [0, k] and of [ac + 1, Ac + / + 1], sgn(cr)

is its sign, and where

e(c, R) = Y"* r¡r¡.
i<j:o-*{i)>c-l(j)

The operation " * " is then extended to the cochains, by bilinearity:

S£Bi(A) x V;ingiù) — %*ingiA).

Theorem 2.10.  i$7*ngiA), codim, d) is a graded differential algebra.

The sub-module ^°n?(A) is a commutative sub-algebra of %*ingiA); its

product is nothing but the shuffle product [Re].

2.3.2. The shadow morphism. Let S = (So, ... , Sk) be a singular nonoriented
simplex. For all i, 0 < i < k, we put v¡ix) — ¿Zj€s,xj (sum with eventual

repetitions).

Definition. The shadow form coiS) is the differential form

œiS) = i-l)^.is'^- A--- A^ßa Mv0,... ,vk] so,..., sk).
I (So) 1 (Sk)

Then, the shadow morphism co is extended to a linear morphism on all
nonoriented singular cochains. It is easy to see that the map co is compati-
ble with the orientations relations and it induces a morphism on the oriented
cochains: co : %*ingiA) — fl'(A).

Theorem 2.11. The map co is a graded morphism of differential algebra.

2.3.3 Cyclic simplices. The complex of oriented singular chains is "big": the
dimension of each of its graded components is infinite; moreover, it is not
bounded. The next definition solves a part of this problem.

Definition. A singular simplex S = (So, ..., Sk) is said to be cyclic, if there
exist i0, ... , ip , distinct integers of [0, ac] ( 1 < p < k), such that

V; : 0 < ; < p,    card((S,,_, n Sh) U (S,- nS,,+l)) > 2,

where i'_i is equal to ip and ip+i to i'o.

Some remarks. For every cyclic simplex S, it is clear that dS is a "cyclic
chain". Regular simplices are not cyclic and a zero codimension simplex is not

cyclic either. The adjective cyclic takes its meaning from Graph Theory [BGM]:
denote Fs, the face of A, the vertices of which are labelled by the elements of
(J, S¡ and represent S, with any minimal graph G, with vertices those of Fs

labelled by the elements of S, (so G, is a tree). One has

k

[J G i contains a cycle -«=> S is cyclic.

i=0

We shall denote Wc*ycleiA) the sub-space of ^*„^(A) spanned by the cyclic

simplices and we shall speak of cyclic chains. With the graph representation, it
is now clear that any chain of codimension greater than « is cyclic, i.e.

Vp>n,    WfycleiA) = ^ngiA).

Proposition 2.12. The module ^*ycleiA) is a differential ideal of ^*^(A).

Let us denote by f^(A) the quotient of vector spaces §^ni(A)/§^*c/f (A).
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Corollary. The space (§^(A), d) is a bounded graded differential algebra:

Vp>n,    8%,(A) = {0} .

We also have a characterization of cyclic simplices with the shadow morphism

(to compare with [BGM]'s result, Theorem 10.1(1)).

Proposition 2.13. For any singular simplex S G ̂ *„?(A), one has

ty(S) = 0 <=» S is cyclic.

Remark. This proposition is not true in general for the singular chains.

Corollary. The shadow morphism is well defined on the quotient space and gives

us a morphism of graded differential algebras, co : (9£j(A), d) —► (ß*(A), d).
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